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Background 
Antimicrobial resistance is one of the key issues facing the world 
today, and resistant organisms are responsible for the loss of 
50,000 lives in the USA and Europe alone. (1) This is driven in part 
by over-use of antibiotics when they are not needed. 
There have been numerous campaigns over the years attempting 
to raise awareness of these issues (European Antibiotic 
Awareness Day since 2008, ‘You don’t need antibiotics for 
viruses’) however it has proved difficult for this to translate to 
behavioural change and reduce use.  
Aims 
To assess evidence that awareness has changed in the last 5 
years on the subjects of over-prescribing, antibiotics for viruses, 
and antimicrobial resistance. To assess which messages about 
antibiotics are being understood and shared by the general 
public to each other (rather than what they say to Doctors or 
scientists). 
Method 
A pilot study was conducted to assess the feasibility of using 
online comments sections of online news media. The most 
accessed online news service (Daily Mail Online) was chosen, and 
all articles containing the world ‘Antibiotic’ between 2009-2015 
were reviewed for articles addressing overprescribing. One 
article from each year was chosen, nearest to October of the 
year.  The top 30 rated comments in each article were chosen for 
review. An inductive approach was used to categorise comments 
into common themes, then assign each comment one or multiple 
‘categories’.  

Results 

 
 

A Due to greedy/over-prescribing doctors 
B Due to pushy patients 
C Expressing a lack of personal accountability 
D Displaying knowledge on bacterial vs viral infection 
E Educating others on concepts of resistance 
F Sharing personal experience of value of antibiotics 
G Blaming agriculture 
H Offering alternative remedy 
I Sharing misinformation on concepts of resistance  
J Miscallaneous/irrelevant comments 
K Sharing scared/catastrophic ideas 
L Sharing conspiracy theory 
M Claiming this is all hype/nonsense 

N Thinking ‘this won’t affect me’ 
O Requesting explanation/clarification on the topic 
P Urging that this is an important issue 
Q Not caring/disregarding the issue 
R Denying/defending contribution of agriculture to issue 
 

• High level of awareness of over-prescribing, which, on our 
limited analysis, did not change over time.  

• Messages about antibiotics not being needed for viruses 
were also shared regularly, again with no change over time.  

• Very little discussion about individuals talking less antibiotics 
as a result of this knowledge. 

• Most common topics were criticising others for antibiotic 
overuse, often coupled with the sentiment that the 
contributors were not the people responsible for this.  

• In essence the issue was viewed as  someone else’s fault, and 
nothing to do with the contributor’s behaviour.  

 
 
 

Discussion and Conclusions 
There is awareness of  over-prescription and the difference between 
bacterial and viral infections, but we did not show an increase over 
time.  
This preliminary look suggests messages may have limited effect on 
actually reducing antibiotic use, and alternative messages should be 
explored, based on actions relevant to individuals who do not see 
themselves as part of the problem, such as encouraging people to 
question antibiotic use in others. e.g. ‘antibiotic guardian’ pledges (2) 

Alternatively, messages relevant to those who believe they still need 
antibiotics/are an exception (such as focusing on potential harm of 
antibiotics to that individual) may be more effective.  
Future directions 
This study explored the views shared by individuals to one online 
news service, who may not be representative of the population of 
the whole. 
However the study suggests this avenue of investigation is potentially 
useful, and further plans are  to extend the method of analysis to 
other news services, and account for the content of the article.  
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Most Common Categories 2009 -2015 
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Category 

% Frequency of each category across all articles 

Due to greedy/over-prescribing 
doctors 
Due to pushy patients 
Expressing a lack of personal 
accountability 
Displaying knowledge on 
bacterial vs viral infection 

This project was undertaken as a pilot for the 
Modernising Medical Microbiology Group 
www.modmedmicro.nsms.ox.ac.uk 

‘It doesn't matter how many of these articles there are, the 
hardcore antibiotic brigade will want their fix at the first sniff of a 
blocked nose and seem oblivious to the facts.’ 
 
‘Who are these people still asking for antibiotics?...I can only 
assume they are totally thick and stupid.’ 
 
  ‘It's up to doctors to stop prescribing medication as a substitute 
for being firm and professional.’ 
 
‘I have always refused antibiotics, doctors dish them out like 
sweeties.’  
 
‘Well duh! Influenza is a virus - to cure a virus you need an anti-
viral, not an antibiotic.’ 

http://www.modmedmicro.nsms.ox.ac.uk/

